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Summary

Super-conspiracy Rake Model
Gunderson Investigations and tooths from the crossbar of Gunderson Investigates
That an NWO Cabla Exists and that This Cabal (Milieu) is a matter of Corruption, a Network of People and Cavalier Enterprises "Cavalier" is chiefly associated with the Royalist supporters of King Charles I in his struggle with Parliament in the English Civil War.

1642 (June 10) Propositions of Parlt. in Clarendon v. (1702) I. 504 Several sorts of malignant Men, who were about the King; some whereof, under the name of Cavaliers, without having respect to the Laws of the Land, or any fear either of God or Man, were ready to commit all manner of Outrage and Violence. 1642 Petition Lords & Com. 17 June in Rushw. Coll. III. (1721) I. 631 That your Majesty..would please to dismiss your extraordinary Guards, and the Cavaliers and others of that Quality, who seem to have little Interest or Affection to the publick Good, their Language and Behaviour speaking nothing but Division and War.[

"Proprietary Interests" as we learn from Chauncy Marvin Holt is some about the King were given Treasury to start some CIA FRont Companies operating under business names accepted by the the public in government though were Organized Crime will illegal operations and illegal profits being mad in "black" (concealed ways" throug the people of those entities.

That standing against this Cabal led to the death of JFK Gunderson had a deep hatred of Ashcroft, Bush, Donald Barr, and many others and felt their police state systems were threat to democracy.

That this Cabal led to the CIA assassination of Marilyn Monroe

That this Cabal led to the CIA assassination of Sunny Bono

That this Cabal led to child abuse at McMartin Preschool Manhattan Beach City next to Santa Monica in Los Angeles County

That he and William Colby and John Decamp believed the activities of this cabal and George Bush Whitehouse involvement into Franklin Nebraska was a Deep State consipracy killing children and investigators

That [Roman Catholic] former CIA Director William Colby who had fired James Jesus Angleton and tried to stop he assassinations program and was going to release information to the public on the Family Jewels program was himself assassinated by the CIA

That he himself was being poisoned, threatened and attacked by thugs and mechanism of the FBI that included shots into his home into his daughters bedroom and he himself did fear for his life up until the day he finally died

That GangStalks of military grade military backed teams operated in the USA on a large scale and engaged in poisonings, illegal activities far worse than COINTELRPO and was the defacto standard of conduct for CIA, FBI, and all cooperating agencies.

Jeffrey R. MacDonald I have believed the North Carolina case of MacDonald is tied to child abuse and murders secretly conducted by the United States Cabal as it hides what it has attempted to do with children it basically created from Donor DNA and use in very high stakes world family manipulations the CIA and DIA are terrified of ever being caught in. Temple of Set was one such front group conducting Child Abuse for military reasons while claiming they were doing it for Satanic reasons. Gunerson saw through this and Jen Moore and I have been tellling people what Gunderson saw and why he and we have been seeing it. Child Pshchology Experiments testing the children.

New Tooths Birther and High Level Officials tied to MKULTRA fear their own and CIA assets deaths if caught. Barrack Obama JR. and most FBI CIA today are connected to the Cabal, Richard Nixon among the worst.

Wikipedia - Gunderson became a leading figure on the far-right and a leading anti-government conspiracy theorist.

Gunderson was involved in the McMartin preschool case, at the heart of the 1980s "satanic panic".[16][17] He made numerous confident statements supporting the truth of the supposed abuse ring[18] and became a "recognized spokesman on the dangers of satanic ritual cults".

In a 1995 conference in Dallas, Gunderson warned about the proliferation of purported secret occultist groups, and the danger posed by the New World Order, a conspiracy theory about an alleged shadow government that would be controlling the United States government.

He also claimed that a "slave auction" in which children were sold by Saudi Arabian agents to men had been held in Las Vegas, that four thousand ritual human sacrifices are performed in New York City every year, and that the 1995 bombing of the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City was carried out by the U.S. government.

Gunderson also claimed that in the United States, there is a secret widespread network of groups who kidnap children and infants and subject them to ritual abuse and subsequent human sacrifice.

Gunderson had an association with former music producer and conspiracy film maker Anthony J. Hilder. Hilder had interviewed him regarding the 1993 World Trade Center bombing.[28] He also appeared in Hilder's Reichstag '95 and Illuminazi 911 documentaries.

Gunderson did not believe that Sonny Bono died in a skiing accident. Instead, Gunderson alleged that top officials linked to an international drug and weapons ring feared the singer-turned-politician was about to expose their crimes - so they had Sonny murdered on the ski slopes and staged the result as an accident. - Wikipedia

I don't know much about the Murrow Building bombing so I will mostly leave it at public understanding level. Mc Viegh was distressed over Waco and the bombing was in retaliation. I believe and others beieve the CIA did attack the compound with intent to silence and kill Koresh. Most of that is in my books and that is as far as I take that rake blade but I will work on the others and along with Jen Moore data I will in effect "re-release Gunderson Investigates as an edition on 60th aniversy of JFK assasination.

Gunderson's assertions like other disregarded views needs a new look and new data helps refine the perpectives and statement of Gunderson who even when he correct information was lacking in some of the exacts that would have helped him with more mainstream statements.

December 11, 1964, 19th General Assembly of the United Nations in New York.
… the United States is not the champion of freedom, but rather the perpetrator of exploitation and oppression against the peoples of the world and against a large part of its own population.…

…In all these parts of the world, imperialism attempts to impose its version of what coexistence should be. It is the oppressed peoples in alliance with the socialist camp that must show them what true coexistence is, and it is the obligation of the United Nations to support them.

We must also state that it is not only in relations among sovereign states that the concept of peaceful coexistence needs to be precisely defined.

As Marxists we have maintained that peaceful coexistence among nations does not encompass coexistence between the exploiters and the exploited, between the oppressors and the oppressed. Furthermore, the right to full independence from all forms of colonial oppression is a fundamental principle of this organization. That is why we express our solidarity with the colonial peoples of so-called Portuguese Guinea, Angola and Mozambique, who have been massacred for the crime of demanding their freedom. And we are prepared to help them to the extent of our ability in accordance with the Cairo declaration.

We express our solidarity with the people of Puerto Rico and their great leader, Pedro Albizu Campos, who, in another act of hypocrisy, has been set free at the age of 72, almost unable to speak, paralyzed, after spending a lifetime in jail. Albizu Campos is a symbol of the as yet unfree but indomitable Latin America. Years and years of prison, almost unbearable pressures in jail, mental torture, solitude, total isolation from his people and his family, the insolence of the conqueror and its lackeys in the land of his birth nothing broke his will. The delegation of Cuba, on behalf of its people, pays a tribute of admiration and gratitude to a patriot who confers honor upon our America.

The United States for many years has tried to convert Puerto Rico into a model of hybrid culture: the Spanish language with English inflections, the Spanish language with hinges on its backbone the better to bow down before the Yankee soldier. Puerto Rican soldiers have been used as cannon fodder in imperialist wars, as in Korea, and have even been made to fire at their own brothers, as in the massacre perpetrated by the U.S. Army a few months ago against the unarmed people of Panama one of the most recent crimes carried out by Yankee imperialism …

-The delegation of Cuba to the UN General Assembly

Excerpt of Chip Tatum and Ted Gunderon on Black Opps Radio
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GeUZE0Exd90&t=6152s

… have any connections there to CIA and not the blues … yeah I [Ted Gunderon sitting bayside bench with Chip Tatum, Gunderson raising the mic to his face and mouth from the bench, Tatum has a clip mic] keep forgetting about the mic … how about Rockefeller Rothschild Zinn that bunch do you have anything you would tie them into the CIA operation covert operation CIA but in black ops and you know when we talk about the g7 meetings setting things in place that you know these power the powerful powerful families always have input to the politicians that they've placed in in power and so in in that arena it's very easily for them to get their own desires taken care of I got a number of occasions we've done work.

you talking about Jupiter Island now yes do they have representatives there do you know I know you know about the Bilderbergers Council of Foreign Relations (CFR), Trilateral Commission (Rockefeller's) where the representatives of those organizations they're you know when you talk about the Bilderbergers and g7 you're really talking about the same group of people because the g7 are the politicians representing all these group of people and you know some of these top politicians bring in their desires and this is what we want to do and you know Rothschild wants this done before he died and it was done and then Rupert Murdoch put up about the word to 600 of his various news outlets and said under no circumstances mention homicide either natural causes or suicide and of course they came out with he hung himself and then the French police came along and said wait a minute it was murder he was murdered you remember that more control of the media folks how many people have you hung a wet towel on the towel rack and it fell out of the wall exactly kind of tough that's right Chip.

Note: Amschel Mayor James Rothschild, a billionaire investment banker and a noted sportsman in excellent health, was discovered lifeless on the floor of the bathroom of his suite at the luxurious Bristol Hotel in Paris on July 8, 1996, at 7:32 pm. Police found that he had been strangled with the heavy cord of his own bathrobe. One end of the cord was attached to a towel rack, as if to suggest that Rothschild’s violent death was self-inflicted. “The [French] crime scene investigators never called it ‘suicide,'” reporter Theirry de Segonzac told *The Spotlight* in a telephone interview from Paris. “After photographing the body, one of the detectives gave the towel rack tied to the body a strong tug. It came right out of the wall.” Had Rothschild really attempted to hang himself from that rack, he would have ended up with nothing worse than a couple of holes in the wall, de Segonzac said. https://humansbefree.com/2019/08/14-celebrities-suicided-by-doorknob-hanging-including-a-rothschild-and-the-ex-wife-of-a-rothschild.html]

There's a couple other areas I thought about then they just come back to my memory now because we've been skipping around now at the end you mentioned on my radio show how you dealt but you mentioned Henry Hyde earlier how you dealt with some of your assignments financially you want to explore into that you had an attorney in northern New York and you can walk into certain banks and on your signature get $250,000 that any difficulty oh and in the earlier years with the CIA all of us understand i think a lot of us have seen the movie air America how the CIA would set up for pride they're called proprietary companies we learned early from from those efforts that we could do that in the Black Opps arena also working for this operation subgroups we would set up what's called proprietary companies we have trusted attorneys across the nation and around the world that will set up these proprietary corporations as an everyday business so that we can work an intelligence operation out of things you may be sitting in the Xerox Corporation and it's not really that's it however I will say the Wilson family was heavily involved with us in in the upstate New York area and that's the Xerox family and seeing to funding we would set up businesses to see see that uses covers so that we could provide operations in upstate New York we did it because we were working that border area in Canada bringing weapons and personnel across the border covertly into the end of the Indian Reservation there we as the Indian reservations on occasion because it's a federally protected area but normally I just fly low level of the radar it's as an on radar environment practically.

so I just bring personnel and equipment across as needed you know both ways I take people out of the country and bring people into the country what they did with those people I don't know but they some of them were pretty tough well you know their identity to rate so you talking about foreign bringing foreigners in right from other countries of course from Europe etc where they were secretly bringing them in where their meetings in Washington sometimes we were bringing in some pretty famous criminals to meet with people to mafia from overseas from overseas people that we were thought we thought were gone for years and years that we'd bring in for meetings they're just in sanctuary somewhere let's go back to the did I stated properly when I say on your signature you could pick up $250,000 cash on my signature $250,000 it was set up by an attorney out of Rochester New York who was company man is he alive today the attorney and Rochester NER no he died heart attack had that bunch I will say though that he was ill even even when he was working with us but I had a 250 thousand dollar line of credit I could walk in and the reason we had that is these missions you know they're not cheap you have to hire your assets in and we I would have to pay men from 25,000 to 50,000 dollars permission to work for us and that's how it was done it was done with cash you know we don't know paper trail where's your checking account out here's here's your at the end of each month they didn't get a what's it called a pay stub showing them they're withholding and everything no yeah no IRS problem at least that way that's what I love about he median you know they you read about black operations.

the media always wants to say well I want to see our pay stub from that well these guys are just about brainless I don't know any other way to say it so and I was speaking of Henry Hyde we talked about him earlier he was the one that kept track of your $250,000 withdrawals well he set up the account and got the line of credit for us and he could do that because he was heavily involved in the banking industry where the guarantees for that money came from I don't know but I know that the they always had to have a participating banker in the bank that we used this particular banker was one of the vice presidents of commercial lending.

So Chip but let's let's go back now and you were asked to coordinate an operation against the fellow American at one point and that's when you according to your previous interviews with me on radio decided you had enough tell us about the meeting that you attended where you announce that you know Ted this was simply the final straw I had been asked on numerous occasions to participate in operations against American citizens from the time I joined the operation sub groups in 86 they targeted US citizens they targeted foreign citizens and in the intelligence community fair game for us our targets what we thought of as criminals intelligence officers and politicians around the world that we target to influence outcomes of certain things but when they started targeting US citizens you know having been a target at one time myself in Vietnam I was a target your little sensitive then I'm very sensitive when it came to that.

And I told I told not to mention when they targeted Nancy that's right that was it I'll take that that that's it right good for you I was asking in 92 to see to it that Ross Perot was neutralized and when I say neutralized it means that we can intimidate him we could coerce him which is a little stronger it's more strong-arm tactics or we could terminate him and the men who actually gave the order to do that was George Bush the President and this was in a meeting you attended it was in Jupiter Island he what he wanted Ross Perot neutralized.

I went I went to a friend who's a federal officer I walked out that day I dropped a tape on the table it had been my insurance policy and I so that they could see what I had I let them know this is what I have if I die it'll come forward now this is a you're in a meeting that you said I've had it this is enough put the tape down hey guys I'm leaving you left do you think that they reviewed the tape immediately that imagine they had a stampede right behind you with a pin hand I talked to Cole first VCR machine I talked to Bill after that he was in the meeting it he said that they just looked at each other stunned at first they just couldn't believe it because bill bill told me on the spot he's a chip you can't walk away from black operations and that's when I put it down and a smile came across his face because he's the one that told me to do it all those meetings what I was doing you know he ride I'd sit there with a briefcase pointing the briefcase or it was pretty obvious to him he and I were the only real spooks in the meeting that you know other than some of the only two real loyal Americans and weren't you yeah others were Mossad agents and so forth.

but they're protected by this too most of the most of the guys in the OS G's ever think when I say that there's eight different officers they're not necessarily us officer what are they well the guy their countries represented there of the Mossad British and British intelligence those three entities are compiled the eight men that that protects right well the women used the Mossad British and American the Mossad British and American but didn't you have other countries represented we had Danish intelligence we had Turkish intelligence yeah but that was sometimes Australians were you know had input in but that was about it well she had Australians because they could shoot over to China pretty quick I have Vince I have good information that we were the CIA was responsible for let's say eliminating one of the Australian forms of government and bringing in their own people do you remember that yeah you know it's I have some other contacts of my own that have told me that before and by the way I no longer receive Christmas cards from that fellow anymore since I went public my Christmas card list has dropped drastically it went from like that down to about like that when you when you style the car stack the cards one on one but I don't worry about that neither do you know because we know we're doing right thing.

Uh chip there's some other questions I wanted to ask you Oh chip hey wait a minute how do I know you're telling me the truth because you like me do you know chip what I'm telling you the answer I want to that is I know you can that's why I asked tell me tell them I'm telling the truth because I have a documented I don't have you don't have to take my word for it hmm it's it's documented it's not only documented in the documents here it's also documented in federal documents oh it is more in case there's a fellas about that there's a federal trial that took place during that federal trial the CIPA briefing everything everything was put in place there are transcripts to that available to the public all you have to do is do a filing Freedom of Information Act filing but you really don't even have to do that you can walk right into the federal courts in Tampa Florida pay your $25 to the clerk and get copies of it without even putting a filing in because that judge made sure that that CIPA briefing wasn't classified.

Chip you're the only ex-CIA no you don't have Ex-CIA you're the only CIA agent that I've known I've known a few of them through the years who can come forward and say it's documented the CIA admits that I work for them that's in that document right in the document yeah no never a denial in the government.

[The CIA Information Act, 50 U.S.C. 431, exempts from the search, review, and disclosure provisions of the FOIA all operational records of the CIA maintained by its National Clandestine Service, its Directorate of Science and Technology, and its Office of Security.]

[CIPA is a procedural statute; it neither adds to nor detracts from the substantive rights of the defendant or the discoery obligations of the government. Rather, the procedure for making these determinations is different in that it balances the right of a criminal defendant with the right of the sovereign to know in advance of a potential threat from a criminal prosecution to its national security. See, e.g., United States v. Anderson, 872 F.2d 1508, 1514 (11th Cir.), cert. denied, 493 U.S. 1004 (1989); United States v. Collins, 720 F.2d 1195, 1197 (11th Cir. 1983); United States v. Lopez-Lima, 738 F. Supp. 1404, 1407 (S.D.Fla. 1990). Each of CIPA's provisions is designed to achieve those dual goals: preventing unnecessary or inadvertent disclosures of classified information and advising the government of the national security "cost" of going forward.]

now can somebody call Washington DC a certain number and say its Chip Tatum or was he employee of the CIA what will they call Joyce Jean Tatum jr. just called the personnel office at Langley on the documents is my social security number at court in the Tampa you can get the social security number you can actually get the case number from the court and use that didn't find out I was an employee okay that's pretty cut-and-dry there's no denying who I worked no yeah right okay but you're the only thing that they can deny is what I have to say but they always deny it or they say we have no record and the CIA agents are not allowed to even identify themselves the CIA listen let's face it well that's law that's by law right yeah so if there's some guys because this federal judge made this ruling it's nice and some guy goes around saying I'm a CIA agent don't believe in in that right that's right and I've heard of this.

okay before we discuss Nixon's Darkest Secret book (By Chip Tatum) we've already talked about the secret is operation Red Rock operation Red Rock which we went in detail right in the beginning there any other comments you want to make or anything else you want to discuss we've sent operation Red Rock out to publishers around the United States but there's some liability problems because I name the names and these are pretty powerful guys a couple of them are still alive so it's difficult for them to do the publishing so we've self-published but the remarks that I get back from everyone including Hollywood is this is one of the best reads we've ever had oh are you kidding what a great moving book yeah what a great movie so we do have someone who's willing to go forward with a movie on operation Red Rock now but we're going to have to fictionalize it a little bit so that there's not that liability are you going to have a movie of it.

Ed of transcript here. In additional interview material Gene Chip Tatum Air Combat Controller for the CIA speaks of times directly reporting to William Colby, interactions with Geroge H.W. Bush, flying in and around MENA airport, drug operations, many other operations, high level involvment with Ollie North and others as part of his regular work.

In a book he comments on Mueller as the CIA Mule in and out of DOJ and other roles working for the CIA inside various US Government agencies and in various roles were the CIA needs him and tha this came about during the Vietnam years. Ed notes Muelers father was DuPont Corp atomic mining and materials connected, Trusdale robber barron connected, and himself deep state. Ed Doneganas mother from DupPOnt Camden North Carolina family.
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